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MotivationsMotivations

�� Porting to new domains or applications isPorting to new domains or applications is
expensiveexpensive

�� Current technology requires IE expertsCurrent technology requires IE experts
�� Expertise difficult to find on the marketExpertise difficult to find on the market
�� SME cannot afford IE expertsSME cannot afford IE experts

•• Machine learning approachesMachine learning approaches
•• Domain portability is relatively straightforwardDomain portability is relatively straightforward
•• System expertise is not required for customizationSystem expertise is not required for customization
•• “Data driven” rule acquisition ensures full coverage “Data driven” rule acquisition ensures full coverage 

of examplesof examples



ProblemsProblems

•• Training data may not exist, and may be very Training data may not exist, and may be very 
expensive to acquireexpensive to acquire

•• Large volume of training data may be requiredLarge volume of training data may be required

•• Changes to specifications may require Changes to specifications may require 
reannotation reannotation of large quantities of training dataof large quantities of training data

•• Understanding and control of a domain adaptive Understanding and control of a domain adaptive 
system is not always easy for nonsystem is not always easy for non--expertsexperts



ParametersParameters

•• Document structureDocument structure
•• Free textFree text

•• SemiSemi--structuredstructured

•• StructuredStructured

•• Richness of the annotationRichness of the annotation
•• Shallow NLPShallow NLP

•• Deep NLPDeep NLP

•• Complexity of the template Complexity of the template 
filling rulesfilling rules
•• Single slotSingle slot

•• Multi slotMulti slot

•• Amount of dataAmount of data

•• Degree of automationDegree of automation
•• SemiSemi--automaticautomatic

•• SupervisedSupervised

•• SemiSemi--SupervisedSupervised

•• UnsupervisedUnsupervised

•• Human interaction/contributionHuman interaction/contribution

•• Evaluation/validation Evaluation/validation 
•• during learning loopduring learning loop

•• Performance: recall and Performance: recall and 
precisionprecision



Learning Methods for Template Filling RulesLearning Methods for Template Filling Rules

•• Inductive learningInductive learning

•• Statistical methodsStatistical methods

•• Bootstrapping techniquesBootstrapping techniques

•• Active learningActive learning



DocumentsDocuments

•• Unstructured (Free) Text Unstructured (Free) Text 
•• Regular sentences and paragraphsRegular sentences and paragraphs
•• Linguistic techniques, e.g., NLPLinguistic techniques, e.g., NLP

•• Structured TextStructured Text
•• Itemized informationItemized information
•• Uniform syntactic clues, e.g., table understandingUniform syntactic clues, e.g., table understanding

•• SemiSemi--structured Textstructured Text
•• Ungrammatical, telegraphic (e.g., missing Ungrammatical, telegraphic (e.g., missing 

attributes, multiattributes, multi--value attributes, …)value attributes, …)
•• Specialized programs, e.g., wrappersSpecialized programs, e.g., wrappers



“Information Extraction” From Free Text“Information Extraction” From Free Text
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IE from Research PapersIE from Research Papers



Extracting Job Openings from the WebExtracting Job Openings from the Web::

SemiSemi--Structured DataStructured Data
IRRGVFLHQFH�FRP�-RE�

JobTitle: Ice Cream Guru

Employer: foodscience.com

JobCategory: Travel/Hospitality

JobFunction: Food Services

JobLocation: Upper Midwest

Contact Phone: 800-488-2611

DateExtracted: January 8, 2001

Source: www.foodscience.com/jobs_midwest.html

OtherCompanyJobs: foodscience.com-Job1



OutlineOutline
•• Free textFree text

•• Supervised and semiSupervised and semi--automaticautomatic
•• AutoSlogAutoSlog

•• SemiSemi--SupervisedSupervised
•• AutoSlogAutoSlog--TSTS

•• UnsupervisedUnsupervised
•• ExDiscoExDisco

•• SemiSemi--structured and unstructured textstructured and unstructured text
•• NLPNLP--based wrapping techniquesbased wrapping techniques

•• RAPIERRAPIER



Free TextFree Text



NLPNLP--based Supervised Approachesbased Supervised Approaches

•• Input is an annotated corpusInput is an annotated corpus
•• Documents with associated templatesDocuments with associated templates

•• A parserA parser
•• Chunk parserChunk parser

•• Full sentence parserFull sentence parser

•• Learning the mapping rules Learning the mapping rules 
•• From linguistic constructions to template From linguistic constructions to template 

fillers fillers 



AutoSlog (1993)AutoSlog (1993)

•• Extracting a concept dictionary for template Extracting a concept dictionary for template 
fillingfilling

•• Full sentence parserFull sentence parser
•• One slot filler rulesOne slot filler rules
•• Domain adaptation performanceDomain adaptation performance

•• Before AutoSlog: handBefore AutoSlog: hand--crafted dictionarycrafted dictionary
•• two highly skilled graduate studentstwo highly skilled graduate students
•• 1500 person1500 person--hours hours 

•• AutoSlog:AutoSlog:
•• A dictionary for the terrorist domain: 5 person hoursA dictionary for the terrorist domain: 5 person hours
•• 98% performance achievement of the hand98% performance achievement of the hand--crafted crafted 

dictionarydictionary



WorkflowWorkflow
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Linguistic PatternsLinguistic Patterns





Error SourcesError Sources

•• A sentence contains the answer key string A sentence contains the answer key string 
but does not contain the eventbut does not contain the event

•• The sentence parser delivers wrong resultsThe sentence parser delivers wrong results

•• A heuristic proposes a wrong conceptual A heuristic proposes a wrong conceptual 
anchoranchor



Training DataTraining Data

•• MUCMUC--4 corpus4 corpus
•• 1500 texts1500 texts
•• 1258 answer keys1258 answer keys
•• 4780 string fillers4780 string fillers
•• 1237 concept node definition1237 concept node definition

•• Human in loop for validation to filter out bad Human in loop for validation to filter out bad 
and wrong definitions: 5 hoursand wrong definitions: 5 hours

•• 450 concept nodes left after human review450 concept nodes left after human review





SummarySummary

•• AdvantagesAdvantages
•• SemiSemi--automaticautomatic

•• Less human effortLess human effort

•• DisadvantagesDisadvantages
•• Human interactionHuman interaction
•• Still very naive approachStill very naive approach
•• Need a big amount of Need a big amount of 

annotationannotation
•• Domain adaptation Domain adaptation 

bottelneck is shifted to bottelneck is shifted to 
human annotationhuman annotation

•• No generation of rulesNo generation of rules
•• One slot filling ruleOne slot filling rule
•• No mechanism for filtering No mechanism for filtering 

out bad rulesout bad rules



NLPNLP--based ML Approachesbased ML Approaches

•• LIEP (Huffman, 1995)LIEP (Huffman, 1995)

•• PALKA (Kim & Moldovan, 1995)PALKA (Kim & Moldovan, 1995)

•• HASTEN (Krupka, 1995)HASTEN (Krupka, 1995)

•• CRYSTAL (Soderland et al., 1995)CRYSTAL (Soderland et al., 1995)



CRYSTAL [1995]CRYSTAL [1995]
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PALKA [1995]PALKA [1995]

7KH�3DUOLDPHQW�EXLOGLQJ ZDV�ERPEHG�E\�&DUORV�



LIEP [1995]LIEP [1995]

7KH�3DUOLDPHQW�EXLOGLQJ ZDV�ERPEHG�E\�&DUORV�



HASTEN [1995]HASTEN [1995]

7KH�3DUOLDPHQW�EXLOGLQJ ZDV�ERPEHG�E\�&DUORV�
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SemiSemi--Supervised ApproachesSupervised Approaches



AutoSlogAutoSlog TSTS [Riloff, 1996][Riloff, 1996]

••Input: preInput: pre--classified documents (relevant vs. irrelevant)classified documents (relevant vs. irrelevant)
••NLP as preprocessing: full parser for detecting subjectNLP as preprocessing: full parser for detecting subject--vv--
object relationshipsobject relationships
••PrinciplePrinciple

••Relevant patterns are patterns occuring more often in the Relevant patterns are patterns occuring more often in the 
relevant documentsrelevant documents

••Output: ranked patterns, but not classified, namely, only the Output: ranked patterns, but not classified, namely, only the 
left hand side of a template filling ruleleft hand side of a template filling rule

•The dictionary construction process consists of two stages:

•pattern generation and 

•statistical filtering

•Manual review of the results





Pattern ExtractionPattern Extraction

TThe sentence he sentence analyzeranalyzer produces aproduces a syntactic syntactic 
analysis for each sentence andanalysis for each sentence and identified identified 
noun phrases. For each noun phrase, the noun phrases. For each noun phrase, the 
heuristic rules generate a pattern to extract heuristic rules generate a pattern to extract 
noun phrasenoun phrase..

<<subject>subject> bombedbombed



Relevance FilteringRelevance Filtering

•• the whole text corpus will be processed a the whole text corpus will be processed a 
second time using the extractedsecond time using the extracted patterns patterns 
obtained by stage 1. obtained by stage 1. 

•• Then each pattern will beThen each pattern will be assigned with a assigned with a 
relevance rate based on its occurringrelevance rate based on its occurring
frequency in the relevant documents frequency in the relevant documents 
relatively to its occurrence in the total corpus.relatively to its occurrence in the total corpus.

•• A preferred pattern isA preferred pattern is the one which occurs the one which occurs 
more often in the relevant documents.more often in the relevant documents.



Relevance Rate:

UHO � IUHTL
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„Top“„Top“
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ConclusionConclusion

•• AdvantagesAdvantages
•• Pioneer approach to automatic learning of extraction patternsPioneer approach to automatic learning of extraction patterns

•• Reduce the manual annotation Reduce the manual annotation 

•• DisadvantagesDisadvantages
•• Ranking function is too dependent on the occurrence of a Ranking function is too dependent on the occurrence of a 

pattern, relevant patterns with low frequency can not float to pattern, relevant patterns with low frequency can not float to 
the topthe top

•• Only patterns, not classificationOnly patterns, not classification



UnsupervisedUnsupervised



ExDisco (Yangarber 2001)

•• SeedSeed

•• BootstrappingBootstrapping

•• Duality/Density Principle for validation of Duality/Density Principle for validation of 
each iterationeach iteration



InputInput

•• a corpus of unclassified and unannotated a corpus of unclassified and unannotated 
documentsdocuments

•• a seed of patterns, e.g., a seed of patterns, e.g., 

subject(company)subject(company)--verb(appoint)verb(appoint)--object(person)object(person)



NLP as PreprocessingNLP as Preprocessing

•• full parser for detecting subjectfull parser for detecting subject--vv--object relationshipsobject relationships

•• NE recognitionNE recognition

•• FDG formalism (Tapannaien & Järvinen, 1997)FDG formalism (Tapannaien & Järvinen, 1997)



Duality/Density Principle Duality/Density Principle 
(boostrapping)(boostrapping)

•• Density:Density:
•• Relevant documents contain more relevant patternsRelevant documents contain more relevant patterns

•• Duality:Duality:
•• documents that are relevant to the scenario are documents that are relevant to the scenario are 

strong indicators of good patternsstrong indicators of good patterns
•• good patterns are indicators of relevant documentsgood patterns are indicators of relevant documents



AlgorithmAlgorithm

•• Given:Given:
•• a large corpus of una large corpus of un--annotated andannotated and unun--classified documentsclassified documents

•• a trusted set of scenario patterns,a trusted set of scenario patterns, initially chosen ad hoc by the user, the initially chosen ad hoc by the user, the 
seed.seed. Normally is the seed relatively small, two orNormally is the seed relatively small, two or threethree

•• (possibly empty) set of concept classes(possibly empty) set of concept classes

•• PartitionPartition
•• applying seed to the documents and divideapplying seed to the documents and divide them into relevant and them into relevant and 

irrelevant documentsirrelevant documents

•• SSearchearch for new candidate patterns:for new candidate patterns:
•• automatic convert each sentence into a setautomatic convert each sentence into a set of candidate patterns.of candidate patterns.

•• choose those patterns which are stronglychoose those patterns which are strongly distributed in the relevant distributed in the relevant 
documentsdocuments

•• Find new conceptsFind new concepts

•• User feedbackUser feedback

•• RepeatRepeat



WorkflowWorkflow
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Pattern RankingPattern Ranking

Score(P)=|HScore(P)=|H∩∩R|R|
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Evaluation of Event ExtractionEvaluation of Event Extraction



ExDiscoExDisco

•• AdvantagesAdvantages
•• UnsupervisedUnsupervised
•• MultiMulti--slot template filler rulesslot template filler rules

•• DisadvantagesDisadvantages
•• Only subjectOnly subject--verbverb--object patterns, local patterns are ignoredobject patterns, local patterns are ignored
•• No generalization of pattern rules (see inductive learning)No generalization of pattern rules (see inductive learning)
•• Collocations are not taken into account, e.g., Collocations are not taken into account, e.g., 31�WDNH�31�WDNH�
UHVSRQVLELOLW\�RI�&RPSDQ\UHVSRQVLELOLW\�RI�&RPSDQ\

•• Evaluation methodsEvaluation methods
•• Event extraction: integration of patterns into IE system and tesEvent extraction: integration of patterns into IE system and test t 

recall and precisionrecall and precision
•• Qualitative observation: manual evaluationQualitative observation: manual evaluation
•• Document filtering: using ExDisco as document classifier and Document filtering: using ExDisco as document classifier and 

document retrieval systemdocument retrieval system



Relational learning and Relational learning and 
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)Inductive Logic Programming (ILP)

•• Allow induction over structured Allow induction over structured 
examples that can include firstexamples that can include first--order order 
logical representations and unbounded logical representations and unbounded 
data structuresdata structures



SemiSemi--Structured and UnStructured and Un--Structured DocumentsStructured Documents



RAPIER [RAPIER [CaliffCaliff, 1998], 1998]

•• Uses relational learning to construct unbounded patternUses relational learning to construct unbounded pattern--
match rules, given a database of texts and filled templates match rules, given a database of texts and filled templates 

•• Primarily consists of a bottomPrimarily consists of a bottom--up searchup search

•• Employs limited syntactic and semantic informationEmploys limited syntactic and semantic information

•• Learn rules for the complete IE taskLearn rules for the complete IE task



Filled template of RAPIERFilled template of RAPIER



RAPIER’sRAPIER’s rule representationrule representation

•• Indexed by template name and slot nameIndexed by template name and slot name

•• Consists of three parts:Consists of three parts:

1. A pre1. A pre--filler patternfiller pattern

2. Filler pattern (matches the actual slot)2. Filler pattern (matches the actual slot)

3. Post3. Post--fillerfiller



PatternPattern

•• Pattern item: matches exactly one wordPattern item: matches exactly one word

•• Pattern list: has a maximum length N Pattern list: has a maximum length N 
and matches 0..N words.and matches 0..N words.

•• Must satisfy a set of constraintsMust satisfy a set of constraints

1. Specific word, POS, Semantic class1. Specific word, POS, Semantic class

2. Disjunctive lists2. Disjunctive lists



RAPIER RuleRAPIER Rule



RAPIER’S Learning AlgorithmRAPIER’S Learning Algorithm

•• Begins with a most specific definition and Begins with a most specific definition and 
compresses it by replacing with more compresses it by replacing with more 
general onesgeneral ones

•• Attempts to compress the rules for each slotAttempts to compress the rules for each slot

•• Preferring more specific rulesPreferring more specific rules



ImplementationImplementation

•• Least general generalization (LGG)Least general generalization (LGG)

•• Starts with rules containing only Starts with rules containing only 
generalizations of the filler patternsgeneralizations of the filler patterns

•• Employs topEmploys top--down beam search for pre and down beam search for pre and 
post fillerspost fillers

•• Rules are ordered using an information gain Rules are ordered using an information gain 
metric and weighted by the size of the rule metric and weighted by the size of the rule 
(preferring smaller rules)(preferring smaller rules)



ExampleExample
Located in Atlanta, Georgia.
Offices in Kansas City, Missouri



Example (cont)Example (cont)



Example (cont)Example (cont)

Final best rule:



Experimental EvaluationExperimental Evaluation

•• A set of 300 computerA set of 300 computer--related job posting related job posting 
from from austinaustin.jobs.jobs

•• A set of 485 seminar announcements from A set of 485 seminar announcements from 
CMU.CMU.

•• Three different versions of RAPIER were Three different versions of RAPIER were 
testedtested
1.words, POS tags, semantic classes1.words, POS tags, semantic classes
2. words, POS tags2. words, POS tags
3. words3. words



Performance on job postingsPerformance on job postings



Results for seminar announcement taskResults for seminar announcement task



ConclusionConclusion

•• ProsPros
�� Have the potential to help automate the development process of Have the potential to help automate the development process of 

IE systems. IE systems. 
�� Work well in locating specific data in newsgroup messagesWork well in locating specific data in newsgroup messages
�� Identify potential slot fillers and their surrounding context wiIdentify potential slot fillers and their surrounding context with th 

limited syntactic and semantic informationlimited syntactic and semantic information
�� Learn rules from relatively small sets of examples in some Learn rules from relatively small sets of examples in some 

specific domainspecific domain

•• ConsCons
�� single slotsingle slot
�� regular expressionregular expression
�� Unknown performances for more complicated situationsUnknown performances for more complicated situations


